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Abstract

This paper deals with automatic detection of seal (stamp) from documents with
cluttered background. Seal detection involves a difficult challenge due to its
multi-oriented nature, arbitrary shape, overlapping of its part with signature,
noise, etc. Here, a seal object is characterized by scale and rotation invari-
ant spatial feature descriptors computed from recognition result of individual
connected components (characters). Scale and rotation invariant features are
used in a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier to recognize multi-scale and
multi-oriented text characters. The concept of Generalized Hough Transform
(GHT) is used to detect the seal and a voting scheme is designed for finding pos-
sible location of the seal in a document based on the spatial feature descriptor of
neighboring component pairs. The peak of votes in GHT accumulator validates
the hypothesis to locate the seal in a document. Experiment is performed in
an archive of historical documents of handwritten/printed English text. Ex-
perimental results show that the method is robust in locating seal instances of
arbitrary shape and orientation in documents, and also efficient in indexing a
collection of documents for retrieval purposes.

Keywords: Seal Recognition, Graphical Symbol Spotting, Generalized Hough
Transform, Multi-oriented Character Recognition

1. Introduction1

In the last few years, intensive research has been performed on Content-2

based Image Retrieval (CBIR) and consequently a wide range of techniques3

have been proposed [8]. CBIR consists of retrieving visually similar images4

from an image database based on a given query image. Digitized document5

is a particular case of image. Libraries and archives are generally interested6

in mass-digitization and transcription of their book collections. The objective7

is not only preservation in a digital format of documents of high value, but8

also to provide access and retrieval services to wider users, and assist scholarly9

research activities. On the other hand, companies are interested in implementing10

digital mailrooms to improve the efficiency of paper-intensive workflows and to11

reduce the burden of information processing of incoming mails, faxes, forms,12

invoices, reports, employee records, etc. By this digital mailroom, companies13

try an automatic distribution of incoming mails to their respective departments14

based on the content of electronic documents. Content-based Document Image15
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Retrieval (CBDIR) is a subdivision of CBIR where large scale document retrieval16

is performed according to users requests.17

Documents are containers of information made by humans to be read by18

humans. CBDIR involves a search process where the user’s request is a concept19

to be found. Traditionally, document retrieval is associated to textual queries.20

The records in typewritten and structured documents are indexed with the21

traditional high performing commercial Optical Character Recognition (OCR)22

products. Once the image document is OCRed, the resulting ascii information is23

compared with the query with a string search algorithm. The OCR techniques24

may fail in documents with high degree of degradation such as faxes due to25

compression or bilevel conversion, historical documents databases which are26

often degraded due to aging or poor typing, or handwritten documents. For27

such type of documents, word-spotting [22, 28] provides an alternative approach28

for index generation. Word spotting is a content-based retrieval process that29

produces a ranked list of word images that are similar to a query word image.30

The matching for word spotting is done at image level through word shape31

coding. To obtain shape code of a word, different zonal information of the word32

can be used.33

1.1. Motivation34

Besides huge amount of text strings, some documents contain a large amount35

of information that is usually neglected and can provide richer knowledge. There36

are documents comprising mostly graphical information, like maps, engineering37

drawings, diagrams and musical scores. Old documents contain decorative ini-38

tials and separators. Administrative documents contain graphical symbols such39

as logos, stamps or seals. Searching in terms of symbol queries such as lo-40

gos or seals allow the quick filtering or routing of the document to the right41

business process, archive or individual. Thus the detection of these graphical42

symbols in documents increases the performance of document retrieval [35, 37].43

Given a single instance of a symbol queried by the user, the system has to re-44

turn a ranked list of segmented locations where the queried symbol is probable45

to be found. Traditional word-spotting methods which are devised to extract46

row/column-wise features from segmented image may not be useful for such47

purpose. Following the idea of word spotting, the problem of locating a graph-48

ical symbol in a document image is called symbol spotting. If we extend the49

idea of symbol spotting to a database of document images, i.e, a digital library,50

the problem is called symbol focused retrieval [32]. The arrangement of fea-51

tured key-points are used to retrieve document images [25]. These methods52

are promising in detecting objects in general in terms of accuracy, time and53

scalability. Graphical objects such as symbols, seals, logos, etc. are synthetic54

entities consisting of uniform regions and these are highly structured [32, 33].55

These facts make geometric relationships between primitives and discriminative56

cue to spot symbols.57

Indexing of documents can be performed based on graphical entities. In this58

paper we propose a scheme on document indexing based on seal information.59

Seals are complex entities consisting of mixed textual and graphical components.60

Information obtained from seals could be used for efficient storage and retrieval61

of the documents. Seals generally have closed, connective contour surrounding62

text characters, and logos which indicate owner and usage of the seal [19]. They63
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bear some constant character strings to convey the information about the owner-64

organization and its locality. Besides, in many instances seal contains some65

variable fields such as date [26]. Date may provide the sending or receiving66

information of the document. Hence, automatic seal detection and recognition67

is an important stage to follow this task. It also allows to identify the document68

sources reliably.69

Detection and recognition of seals are challenging tasks because seals are70

generally unstable and sometimes contain unpredictable patterns due to imper-71

fect ink condition, uneven surface contact, noise, etc [38]. Overlapping of seals72

with text/signatures, missing part of a seal, etc. are typical problems and add73

difficulty in seal detection. A seal instance may be affixed on any position within74

the document, which requires detection to be carried out on the entire docu-75

ment. Also a seal may be placed in arbitrary orientation. See Fig.1(a), where a76

historical archive document containing a seal is shown. The seal is overlapped77

here with part of signature and text regions. As a result some information of78

the seal is missing/illegible. We also show a postal document in Fig.1(b) which79

contains a seal overlapped with stamp images. It is to be noticed that, due to80

overlapping and noise, many text characters of the seal are missing.81

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a)A historical document with a seal. The seal is overlapped with the signature
here. (b) A post-card image showing a seal with cluttered background

1.2. Related Work82

Detection of seals in documents can be treated as localizing objects in differ-83

ent pose. In many instances seals and text are in different colors, and to handle84

such document some researchers have studied the detection process based on85

color analysis [10, 35]. In mass digitization process due to compression or bi-level86

conversion, color analysis can only solve a set of problems. A prior knowledge87

of the outer boundary shape of seal (e.g. circular, rectangular, elliptical, etc.) is88

helpful to locate seal in documents [38]. A further seal recognition technique is89

needed here because, it is difficult to recognize the seal if text information within90

seal is different although the boundary shape is similar. Thus many times seal91

has been treated as a symbol and methodology like segmentation by Delaunay92
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tessellation [7] are applied for seal recognition. Hu et al. [15] proposed a heuris-93

tic method to find the best congruent transformation between the model and94

sample seal imprint. Correlation based algorithm for seal imprint verification95

is also presented in [12, 13]. Chen [5] used correlation based block matching in96

polar coordinate system based on rotation-invariance features. Since, under the97

constraint of fixed scanning resolution, seal information can be trained in priori.98

Multi-scale is not necessary for seal detection in documents. But multi-rotation99

features are needed. He also proposed a method using contour analysis to find100

the principal orientation of seal [6]. Matsuura et al. [23] verified seal image by101

using the discrete K-L expansion of the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). Ro-102

tation invariant features by the coefficients of 2D Fourier series expansion of the103

log-polar image is presented in [24]. Lee and Kim [18] used the attributed stroke104

graph, obtained from skeleton, for registration and classification of seal. Gao et105

al. [11] used a verification method based on stroke edge matching. These tech-106

niques [11, 18] use pixel-based shape descriptor considering the seal as a whole107

object. Seal involves rich textual structure with a bigger boundary frame and108

smaller text components. In Fig.2(a), we show two different seal images con-109

taining similar circular boundary frames but different text information. They110

contain a set of text characters along with a symbol. Text strings are designed in111

different font, orientations and sizes. In Fig.2(b) we show a class of oval-shaped112

seal having noise (missing seal information or presence of other text characters113

from document). Because of different orientation, font, sizes, etc. boundary in-114

formation [38] or pixel-based methods [11, 18] are not sufficient to discriminate115

the seals properly. Moreover, to take care of multi-oriented seal, pixel based116

method needs higher computational time. Also, hard-matching approach [5]117

performed by template matching may not work when a seal contains variable118

field such as date. Text information is important part of seal and we needed a119

higher level of feature using text information rather than just pixels to handle120

recognition of seals.121

(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Seals containing similar circular frames but different text information. (b)
Different noise level in a single class of oval-shaped seals.

1.3. Generalized Hough Transform122

Generalized Hough Transform (GHT ) [2] is the extension of the idea of123

the “standard” Hough Transform (HT ), which is a feature extraction technique124

originally devised to detect analytical curves (e.g. line, circle, etc). The purpose125

of the technique is to find imperfect instances of objects within a certain class of126

shapes by a voting procedure. The modification of GHT enables this technique127

to be used to detect arbitrary objects (non-analytical curves) described with its128

model.129
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A look-up-table called R-table is used in GHT to store information concern-130

ing the template of the object to be detected. Given an object, the centroid is131

chosen usually as reference point (xc, yc) [3]. From this reference point, data132

from each point on the object’s edge is recorded in R-table. Let, the line joining133

from a boundary point (x, y) to the reference point makes an angle (α) with134

the x-axis. Also, ‘r’ be the distance from that boundary point to the reference135

point as shown in Fig.3. R-table is constructed to store (α, r) of each boundary136

point by indexing with it’s gradient angle (φ) as shown in Table 1. From the137

pair (α, r), the reference point can be reconstructed.138

Figure 3: The geometry used to construct the R-table in GHT.

Table 1: The R-Table constructed for Fig.3

Gradient Angle (α, r) pairs
φ1 (α1, r1)1, (α

2, r2)1, . . . (α
n, rn)1

φ2 (α1, r1)2, (α
2, r2)2, . . . (α

n, rn)2
. .
. .
φm (α1, r1)m, (α

2, r2)m, . . . (α
n, rn)m

Given a test image, an accumulator (A) is defined in the parameter space.139

The accumulator records the votes of the edge points to determine the most140

probable center of the prototype object. More specifically, the gradient angle141

φi which is obtained from each edge point (ui,vi) of the test image is utilized to142

retrieve corresponding entries of the R-table. The possible location of reference143

point in the parameter space is calculated by the following equation.144

(xci, yci) = ui + r(φi)cos[α(φi)], vi + r(φi)sin[α(φi)] (1)

In this equation, (xci,yci) denotes the location of the possible reference point.145

And, r(φi) and α(φi) signify the magnitude and the angle of the position vector146

obtained from the R-table for index φi, respectively.147

A classical pixel-based GHT may not be efficient for seal detection because148

two different seals having similar frame boundary (such as circular, rectangular,149

etc.) can’t be distinguished properly. Seals generally comprised of many text150

characters. In our approach, text characters in a seal are considered as high151

level descriptors and these text characters are used to cast vote for detecting152

seals. We use character pair information, inter-character distance and angle153

information to describe the spatial information. Since, the spatial information154
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among text characters will remain fixed, the relative position of them is used to155

vote for seal detection.156

1.4. Outline of the Approach157

In this paper we propose a scheme on document indexing based on seal158

detection and text information has been used for this purpose. When imprinted,159

seal produces a fixed set of text characters with a logo (sometimes) to describe160

its identity. Although the boundary frames are similar in some seals, they may161

contain different text information. We classify them as different types of seals.162

So, it is important to take care of text information knowledge in seal recognition163

purpose. Text characters in seal are of multi-rotations and multi-scale. The font164

styles vary according to the design by its owner/organization. Generally seals165

are affixed in documents that also contain a huge amount of text characters.166

Thus, text information within seal may be degraded due to the overlapping with167

text present in that document. In seal, the relative positions among neighboring168

text characters are fixed. This is a key observation in our formulation. In169

literature, we find, distance between connected components was exploited as170

a basic feature in Docstrum [27]. The Docstrum is the plot of distance and171

angle of all nearest-neighbor pairs of a document image. Distance and angle are172

computed from k-nearest neighbor pairs of connected components. The plotting173

information is used to analyze higher level layout structure like line extraction,174

skew estimation, etc. of the document. In our approach, features computed175

from spatial information of text characters along with their corresponding text176

labels obtained after recognition are used to detect the seal efficiently.177

Our proposal of seal detection approach is based on the concept of GHT.178

Instead of feature points, the text characters in the seal are used as basic fea-179

tures for seal detection. We label the local connected components of a seal as180

alpha-numeric text characters. To obtain this, we employ multi-scale and multi-181

oriented text character recognition using a Support Vector Machine (SVM) clas-182

sifier. The recognized text characters are used to provide high level descriptor183

in our approach. For each component (text character) we find its n-nearest184

neighbors. Next for each pair of components, we encode their relative spatial185

information using their distance and angular position. Given a query seal we186

compute the relative spatial organization for pair-wise text components within187

seal. These information are stored into a spatial feature bank. In an image, for188

each neighboring component pair, we use this spatial feature bank to retrieve189

query seal hypothesis. A vote is casted for possible location of the seal based190

on the matching of neighboring component pairs to ensure detection of partial191

seal objects. The locus of a high number of votes (the peak) are the result of192

the seal spotting. Votes in GHT accumulator validates the hypothesis to locate193

the seal.194

The main contribution of this paper is to use of recognized local text com-195

ponents as high level descriptors and to generate hypothesis of the seal location196

based on spatial arrangement of these descriptors. Our approach is based on lo-197

cal text characters instead of only pixel-level descriptors to overcome distortion198

and affine-transform problems which are main drawbacks in existing approaches.199

Also, we have formulated our approach to be scalable and adaptive to process200

large collection of documents. It does not need a previous segmentation, thus201

provides direct focus on seal detection. The approach is robust to detect seal202
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in noisy, cluttered document. We can therefore conclude that combining in-203

dividual character recognition with a SVM and relational indexing using GHT204

method, our work can be classified as a combination of statistical and structural205

approach.206

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain207

the local component extraction and recognition procedure in brief. In Section208

3, we describe the representation of the seal and its detection process. The209

experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally conclusion is given in210

Section 5.211

2. Text Character Extraction and Identification212

Labeling of individual characters in multi-oriented and multi-sized environ-213

ment drives the detection of seal objects in documents in our approach. In a214

seal, apart from text, there may exist non-text components due to presence of215

form/table in the document or strokes from signatures which may touch/overlap216

the text characters in the seal (see Fig.1). For extraction of text components,217

we assume the size of text components is smaller compared to that of non-text218

components (graphical components). Based on the area and aspect ratio of con-219

nected components, isolated text characters are extracted using area-histogram220

analysis [34].221

Recognition of text characters in multi-rotation and multi-scale environment222

is a challenging task. Chain code histogram (CCH) technique [16] based on con-223

tour of shape is sensitive to small rotation. There exist some shape descriptors224

like Hu’s moments [14], Zernike moments [17], Angular Radial Transform (ART)225

[29], Fourier-Mellin[1], Angle based features [30] etc., which are invariant to ro-226

tation, translation and scale. Angle based features was proposed in our earlier227

paper [30] for text character recognition which have been found best among228

different shape descriptors. In our system, we have used Angle based feature229

for recognition purpose and it is briefly discussed as follows.230

Our Angle based feature descriptor is a zone-wise feature descriptor to de-231

scribe symbol/text characters. It is based on histogram of contour angle infor-232

mation in different zones. It may be noted that our feature differs from Shape233

Context [4] that uses histogram of distances between pair of pixels.234

Circular ring and convex hull ring based concept have been used to divide a235

character into several zones to compute features. To make the system rotation236

invariant, the features are mainly based on angular information of the external237

and internal contour pixels of the characters. Given a sequence of consecutive238

contour pixels V1 . . . Vi . . . Vn of length n, the angle of the pixel Vi is the angle239

formed at Vi by three pixels Vi−k, Vi and Vi+k (Here, 2× k is the total number240

of the neighbor pixels of Vi considered for angle computation, k pixels before241

Vi and k pixels after Vi). For a better angular information of a pixel Vi, we242

consider two angles obtained by considering k = 3 and 4, and the average of243

the two angles is the estimated value of the pixel Vi. The angles obtained from244

all the contour pixels of a character are grouped into 8 bins corresponding to245

eight angular intervals of 45◦ (337.5◦ to 22.5◦ as bin no. 1, 22.5 to 67.5 as bin246

no. 2, 67.5 to 112.5 as bin no. 3, etc.). We compute total number of angles247

in each bin and this number is the frequency of the angular information of a248

bin. For a character, frequency of the angles of 8 bins will be similar even if the249

character is rotated at any angle in any direction. For illustration, see Fig.4.250
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Here, we compute the histogram of the angles corresponding to 8 bins of two251

rotated shapes of three characters ‘W’, ‘G’, ‘T’. From the figure it can be noted252

that angle histogram of each pair of characters is similar although the characters253

have different rotations.254

Figure 4: Input images of the characters ‘W’, ‘G’, ‘T’ in 2 different rotations and their angle
histogram of contour pixels are shown. The numbers 1-8 represent 8 angular bins.

Circular and convex hull rings are constructed on a character as follows. A255

set of 7 circular rings is considered here and they are defined as the concentric256

circles considering their centre as the centre of minimum enclosing circle (MEC)257

of the character and the minimum enclosing circle is considered as the outer258

ring. The radii of the rings are chosen such that, the area of each ring is equal.259

Similarly, convex hull rings are also constructed from the convex hull shape of the260

character. In a ring we get 8 values (number of angles) for 8 different angular261

bins. These values are used as features. For a character with seven circular262

or convex hull rings, we have 56 features (7 rings × 8 values in each ring).263

To get more local feature, slope feature is computed from tangent of contour264

pixel with respect to its angle of radius. This angle features from each bin are265

grouped into 8 sets corresponding to 8 angular information of 45◦ (as discussed266

above). Thus, for 8 bins of contour pixels, we have 8×8 = 64 dimensional slope267

features. As a result, we have 176 [56 (for circular rings)+56 (for convex hull268

rings )+64(slope feature)] dimensional feature vector for the classification. The269

feature dimension has been selected based on experiment and to make the scale270

invariant, the feature vector is normalized dividing it by the total number of271

contour pixels. We feed these feature into a SVM classifier (Gaussian kernel272

with Radial Basis Function) for recognition [36].273

Both English uppercase and lowercase alpha-numeric characters were con-274

sidered, so we should have 62 classes (26 for uppercase, 26 for lowercase and275

10 for digit). But because of shape similarity due to orientation, some of the276

characters like ‘d’ and ‘p’; ‘b’ and ‘q’; etc. are grouped together. We show the277

equivalence classes in Table 2. Here, all the characters in a class are considered278

as equivalent because one character of a class can be obtained from other char-279

acters of the class by a rotation. Different fonts of characters have been trained280

for recognition purpose. To get an idea of quality of extracted text characters,281

we show some samples of character ‘R’ in Fig.5(a). Gray value representation of282

the feature vector of the multi-oriented samples shown in Fig.5(a) are displayed283

in Fig.5(b). From the figure it can be seen that, although the characters are284

multi-oriented, the corresponding features are similar. Given a connected com-285

ponent image of a seal, we compute the recognition label (ascii value) to obtain286

the corresponding class and use this value for our seal detection method.287
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Table 2: List of similar shaped characters. Characters in a cell are treated as same class.

b q P p d 7 L 0 O o 6 9 1 I l i J j
S s u n U V v N Z z X x W w M m C c

Figure 5: (a)Some samples of character ‘R’ from the dataset are shown. (b) Each element of
176-feature vector are displayed horizontally with its gray scale value for each sample of ‘R’.

3. Seal Detection using GHT288

Seals in documents are affected mainly due to noise, rotation, occlusion and289

overlapping. To take care of these problems, our approach is based on partial290

matching which is inspired byGHT [2]. Here, we describe the architecture of our291

method with four key-parts namely: spatial information extraction, construction292

of R-table, seal recognition and detection approach. The former two allow to293

represent model shapes in a compact way. The latter two are the steps when a294

query is formulated into the image database. Let us further describe the above295

steps in the following subsections.296

3.1. Feature Descriptor of a Seal Shape297

Our representation model for a seal is based on the connected components298

(classified as text characters) within seal region. Due to natural spatial arrange-299

ment of text characters among them, we characterize the seal information based300

on relative position of the local text character shapes. The attributes used in301

our approach are described below.302

1. Reference point of a seal (Rs): Given a seal image, the center of the303

minimum enclosing circle (MEC) of the seal is considered as the reference304

point (Rs). Note that, the relative position of Rs will be fixed for each305

class of seal shapes even if the seal is rotated.306

2. List of component pair: To represent the spatial arrangement of the com-307

ponents present in the seal a list of neighboring component pairs is built.308

These neighboring component pairs are selected based on their proximity.309
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Each component is associated to its n-nearest components. The neigh-310

bor components are decided using boundary growing algorithm from the311

boundary of the corresponding component. To find neighbor of a com-312

ponent, boundary of the component is grown until the grown boundary313

touches another component. The component to which it touches first is314

the first neighbor component. The component to which it touches next is315

the second neighbor component and so on.316

Formally, a proximity graph G = (V,E) is created to store these neigh-317

boring component pairs (here V = vertices and E = edges). Let there be318

Ts components in a seal, thus, ‖V ‖ = Ts. An edge, eij ∈ E is formed by319

a component pair (Ci, Cj) if components Ci and Cj are neighbors. See320

Fig.6(a), where the n-neighbor (n = 5) components of ‘U’ (according to321

distance) are shown by joining line, which are ‘L’,‘L’,‘F’,‘A’ and ‘T’.322

From each neighboring component pair, the location of the reference point323

(Rs) of the seal is designated. The spatial information of each neighbor-324

ing component pair with respect to Rs is done by simple basic features:325

distance and relative angle discussed as follows.326

3. Distance: We compute the CG (center of gravity) of each component for327

this purpose. Let, Gi represents the CG of component Ci. In Fig.6(b), the328

distance dij is shown for two components ‘A’ and ‘D’ of seal. To obtain329

scale invariance, the distance is normalized based on character pair sizes.330

4. Relative Angle: Two angles are considered for each neighboring component331

pair for detection purpose. For each pair of components we may consider332

a triangle by their Gi, Gj with Rs (see Fig.6(b)). Angle αi is formed at Gi333

by Gj(j 6= i) and Rs. These angles are denoted by αi and αj . In Fig.6(b),334

these angles are “∠RsAD”, “∠ADRs” respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: (a) Character and its n-nearest neighbors are shown for the character ’U’. (b) A
neighboring character pair and their relative angles are shown in a seal. Here, Rs is the
reference point of the seal.

335

Given a pair of neighboring connected components of a seal model (m), we336

compute the feature information for our approach. The ascii character labels337

of components are found by the recognition using SVM. Let Li (Lj) denotes338

the ascii character label of a character component Ci (Cj). The distance and339

relative angles are calculated through their spatial organization. Thus, for each340

neighboring component pair Ci and Cj of the seal (m), the feature information341

fmij is obtained as given below.342

fmij = (Li, Lj , dij , αi, αj ,m)

The feature of all neighboring character pairs characterizes the spatial descrip-343

tion of seal. These features are stored in a R-table for indexing purpose.344
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3.2. Construction of R-table345

The feature information of each neighboring character pair of a seal is com-346

puted and stored in a hash table called as R-table of GHT using an efficient347

way. The construction of R-table is performed as follows. We encode the char-348

acter label and distance information for each neighboring character pair. A349

3-dimensional Look-Up-Table (LUT) is used to obtain the index key (Φ) from350

each pair of character components as shown by Eq.2. K is the Look-Up function351

used for this purpose.352

Φij = K(Li, Lj , dij) (2)

R-table contains the location of the hypothetical center of the seal model.353

We store the angle information ({αi, αj}) as function of Φ in the R-table. In354

Fig.7 we show the representation of the seal model in a R-table.355

In a seal all of the alpha-numeric character pairs (62 × 62) do not occur. So,356

keeping all combination of character pairs in that 3-dimensional LUT needs a357

huge memory. To reduce the memory space, we split the R-table in 2 different358

look-up-tables e.g. Character Pair (CP ) table and Distance (D) table. In char-359

acter pair table, all combination of alpha-numeric character pairs are computed.360

When we find a neighboring character pair (Li, Lj) in a seal, a table (Dij) for361

distance is linked with the neighboring character pair. The Distance table (Dij)362

contains the angle information of corresponding character pairs. The size of CP363

table is |L|2, where |L| stands for the total number of text labels. Thus, the364

memory size of our R-table is (|L|2 × Dl), where Dl denotes the quantization365

parameter of the Distance table.366

Figure 7: R-table representation from a seal model. Here, the triplet (A, D, dAD) represents
the index key for the character pair ‘A’ and ‘D’. (αA, αD) are stored as hypothesis of the
corresponding triplet of the index key.

For each index key in R-table, there may be multiple entries of angle infor-367

mation due to the presence of many similar neighboring character pair in seals.368

The collision in R-table is resolved by chaining. In Fig.8, we show the efficient369

data structure of the R-table. We also augment in R-table the model index370

along with angle information. We explain the R-table construction process in371

Algorithm 1. Finally, all neighboring character pairs of model seals are compiled372

and added to the R-table. Thus an indexing scheme with all the seal models373

are constructed.374
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Figure 8: Efficient architecture of R-table and relation to feature information.

Algorithm 1 Seal description by local components

Require: A model seal object (m) composed of components list C1 . . . Ct and
a Reference point Rm

Ensure: Seal representation by spatial organization of local components
//Recognize character components
for all Ci of C1 . . . Ct do
Li ⇐ Text Label of Ci

end for
//Find center of gravity (CG) of components
for all Ci of C1 . . . Ct do
Gi ⇐ CG of Ci

end for
//create list of neighboring component pairs
Pm ⇐ �
for all Ci of C1 . . . Ct do
Ci1 . . . Cin ⇐ n-nearest components of Ci
for all Cj of Ci1 . . . Cin do
Pm ∪ (CiCj) if (CiCj) /∈ Pm

end for
end for
//record spatial information
for all (CiCj) from Pm do
dij ⇐ distance of (Gi and Gj)
//Let Φij be the index key
Φij ⇐ {Li, Lj , dij}
αi ⇐ ∠RmGiGj and αj ⇐ ∠GiGjRm
R[Φij ]⇐ R[Φij ] ∪ {αi, αi‖m}

end for

3.3. Isolated Seal Recognition375

Although the final purpose is the retrieval of document images from a database,376

we present here GHT based approach for classifying isolated seal images to bet-377

ter assess the performance of the recognition approach. To recognize isolated378

seal images, we first construct the R-table with a set of model seals. Next,379

the text components from the isolated query seal image are extracted using a380

text/graphics separation system. The local features are computed by spatial381
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descriptor from each pair of characters in that seal as explained before. Here,382

the reference point is selected in the same way as the centre of minimum en-383

closing circle (MEC) of the seal. The character components provide high level384

spatial descriptor. For each neighboring character pair, we compute the index385

key (Φ) as given in Eq.2. Next, all the angle information corresponding to each386

neighboring character pair and their distance are retrieved from the R-table.387

These angles are compared to the angle information of each neighboring char-388

acter pair of query seal. If difference of these two angles are less than Tα, we389

say a matching is occurred. The value of Tα ( = 1◦) is set up empirically.390

For recognition purpose, we create a table of all the model seals and initialize391

all with 0s. The counter of seal class is incremented whenever a matching entry392

of angle is found in the R-table. Finally, the classes are ranked in descending393

order with the number of voting. The model seal for which we get highest394

number of votes is selected as the recognized one for that corresponding sample.395

3.4. Seal Detection in Document Database for Retrieval396

To detect seals in a document image, at first, a R-table is created from a set397

of predefined model seals. Model seals are segmented manually so that only the398

text characters present in the seal part can be used in the R-table. The construc-399

tion of the R-table is performed to record all spatial description of neighboring400

character pairs of each model seal as discussed in Algorithm 1. The constructed401

R-table will be used later to find hypothesis of the seal models in a document.402

For seal detection from an input document, we considered all characters paired403

with their n-nearest neighbors and based on information of the n-neighboring404

component pair using R-table, we cast vote for the hypothetical location of seal405

model. For a neighboring component pair (Ci and Cj) of the document, we406

compute Li, Lj and distance dij between their CGs. Using this spatial feature407

corresponding to the neighboring component pair, the hypothetical location and408

seal model information are obtained. To achieve the hypothetical location, we409

obtain the index key Φ (see Eq.2) for each pair of text character. Next we ex-410

tract all the hypothesis of the spatial angle information and model index from411

R-table using Eq.(3).412

{(αi, αj ,m)} ⇐ R(Φij) (3)

These angle information (αi, αj) provide the location of hypothetical centre of413

the seal model (m). In our process, we cast votes in both directions relative to414

character pair and the voting is performed in pixel level. We show this process415

using a diagram in Fig.9. This voting mechanism accumulates evidences in the416

locations where we find the similar neighboring component pair having same417

spatial distance.418

The presence of a particular seal in document produces peaks in the GHT419

voting space. Since, we vote in pixel level, the peak is obtained by finding zones420

of high vote density. The more we find the matching of neighboring character421

pair descriptor, the more accumulation of voting will be there. Finally, we422

detect the existence of the query seal using number of votes in local peaks of423

accumulation space. The presence of seal in a document is thus determined by424

searching total votes in each peak of the accumulator. The number of votes425

is normalized by the total number of spatial features of the corresponding seal426

model. If fm be the total number of spatial features of the query seal and fd427

be the number of votes found in peak then we compute fd/fm. If this value is428
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greater than Tm, then we accept the presence of the query seal in the document.429

The value of Tm (= 0.3) is set up experimentally. In Fig.9, we show an example430

of voting procedure from our seal models. Fig.9(a) shows the construction of431

R-table from two seal models m1 and m2 with different neighboring character432

pairs. In Fig.9(b), we show how hypothetical locations are obtained from R-433

table from the character pairs of documents. Fig.9(c) shows a real output of434

voting regions after running the seal detection algorithm with a query seal m1435

of Fig.9(a).436

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9: (a)Construction of R-table from two seal modelsm1 andm2 for GHT. (b) Hypothesis
of Reference Point of seals are obtained from models’ R-table. Red and green colors in
voting space indicate the hypothesis of model m1 and m2 respectively (designed synthetically).
(c)Voting areas (Red color) in document after running the seal detection algorithm with the
query seal m1 of (a).
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4. Experimental Results437

As application scenario, the approach described here has been applied to the438

historical archive of border records from the Civil Government of Girona[20].439

It consists of printed and handwritten documents between 1940 and 1976. The440

documents are related to people going through the Spanish-French border.441

These documents are organized in personal bundles. For each one, there is442

a cover page with the names of people whose information is contained in this443

record. In each bundle there is very diverse documentation, so we can find safe-444

conduct to cross the border, arrest reports, information of professional activities,445

documents of prisoners transfer to labor camps, medical reports, correspondence446

with consulates, telegram, etc. This documentation has a great importance in447

the studies about historical issues related with the Spanish Civil War and the448

Second World War. From the digital archive of scanned document images it449

is interesting to extract information regarding people (names, nationality, age,450

civil status, dates, location of arrest, etc.) that can be used for indexing pur-451

poses. Depending on the location of office of registration, the documents contain452

different types of seal. The documents were scanned in 200 dpi and stored in bi-453

nary form. The documents are written in English and the seals posted on these454

documents also contain English text characters. Our seal spotting method has455

been applied to retrieve the bundle of documents which got registered using456

similar seal. Two experiments have been designed to evaluate the performance457

of our approach. First experiment is done to check the performance of isolated458

seal recognition. The other test is performed on a historical archive to detect459

the seal and retrieve the related documents based on seal information. Before460

demonstrating the experimental results, we show the performance evaluation of461

text characters recognition using different shape descriptors. This is done since462

character labels obtained through text recognition are used in the GHT step of463

seal detection.464

4.1. Performance of Text Character Recognition465

The seal images in our dataset contain multi-oriented text characters. As466

discussed earlier, seals are affixed in documents in arbitrary rotation. Moreover,467

due to digitization process into binary level, generally the images contain noise468

and text characters get degraded many times. Thus, text character recognition469

is a challenging task in such environment. To overcome such problems, multi-470

scale and multi-rotation shape features are used as discussed in Section 2. SVM471

classifier is employed for isolated text character recognition in seal documents.472

Different kernel functions such as Polynomial kernels, Sigmoid kernels, Gaussian473

kernels, etc. [36] can be found in the literature. We tested SVM with different474

kernels on our dataset and the results are given in Table 3. It can be noted that,475

as similar shaped text characters are grouped in the same class, the variation476

among different classes is increased. So, the classifiers with different kernels show477

similar results. The SVM with Gaussian kernels showed the highest performance478

among different kernels. Thus, Gaussian kernel with Radial Basis Function479

(RBF ) has been chosen in our experiments to recognize multi-oriented text480

characters due to its superiority.481

For the sake of evaluation, a comparison is done with different feature de-482

scriptors e.g. Angle based features, ART, Hu, Zernike moments and Fourier483
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Table 3: Comparison of performance of SVM using different kernel functions.

Linear Polynomial RBF Sigmoid
98.70% 98.84% 98.89% 86.58%

Mellin explained in literature. We considered a set of data consisting of multi-484

oriented and multi-scale text characters to perform this character recognition485

evaluation. Since, text characters of different fonts are to be recognized before486

feeding to GHT, we train characters of different fonts which are considered not487

only from seal but also from other documents like maps, graphical documents,488

etc. The size of the dataset is 8250 and the dataset contains ground-truth.489

A text separation method [31] has been used to extract characters from these490

documents towards the development of this dataset. The groundtruth of this491

dataset has been generated manually for the performance evaluation. The fea-492

ture vectors obtained from different descriptors are passed to a SVM classifier to493

get the recognition accuracy. The classification is done in 5-fold cross-validation494

way. To do that, the data set is divided into 5 subsets of which 4 subsets were495

used for training and rest for testing. This process is repeated 5 times so that496

all the five subsets can be tested. The recognition rates obtained from all the497

five test subsets were averaged to get 5-fold cross validation accuracy. Their498

performance and comparative results are shown in Table 4. It is noted that,499

Angle based features and Hu moments are best and least performers among500

these features to classify text characters.501

Table 4: Text character recognition accuracy with different shape feature descriptors.

ART Hu Zernike Fourier Angle based
moment moment Mellin Approach

89.06% 61.71% 90.19% 96.52% 98.89%

4.2. Performance of Isolated Seal Recognition502

Though our objective is to detect the query seal in a given document, we will503

discuss here the pros and cons of our GHT based approach to recognize isolated504

seal symbols. We will also compare the performance of this local character based505

approach with other pixel based approaches found in literature. For the exper-506

iment, we have created a database of isolated seals to test the seal recognition507

approach irrespective of isolated character recognition. This database contains508

220 isolated seal images of 19 different classes. The seals are initially extracted509

automatically from the archive using large components extraction method. This510

method may detect large components such as logo, signature, etc. Next, a man-511

ual checking is done to consider only the seal shapes. The seals are of different512

shapes and rotations. In our database there are mainly 3 types of seal shape,513

e.g. circular, elliptical and rectangular. We noted that the seals contain dif-514

ferent number of text characters for their description. The numbers of text515

characters present in each type of 19 classes of seal are detailed in Fig.10. Max-516

imum (minimum) number of characters are obtained in the seal of class 14 (3)517

and it contains 83 (16) characters. Different types of seals (elliptical, circular,518

rectangular) in the database are marked by different color in this figure.519
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Figure 10: Number of text characters present in 19 different classes of seals are shown.

To get an idea of quality of data used in our experiment, some samples of520

the data are shown in Fig.2. From the figure, it can be seen that although the521

seals are having similar boundary (e.g. circular, elliptical), the text informa-522

tion within them are different. From the experiment we noted that our method523

can tackle this kind of images. To assess the usefulness of text information in524

seals, initially we performed a direct global classification test to the seal dataset525

at pixel level as features. In this experiment text identification are not used526

to evaluate the effectiveness of our GHT based approach. Here, we consider527

the whole seal as a symbol of texture only and different feature descriptors are528

applied to recognize such texture based symbol objects. The classification is529

performed using different rotation invariant shape descriptors. To get the idea530

of recognition results of different rotation invariant descriptors, we present a531

comparative study on this dataset with different descriptors like (a) ART, (b)532

Hu, (c) Zernike (Zn), (d) Fourier-Mellin, (e) Angle based approach and (f)533

Shape Context. The features obtained from each shape descriptors are fed to534

a classifier for matching. A model (prototype) seal for each class is selected.535

These models are chosen according to cross-validation scheme. We have used536

Euclidean distance based measures for this purpose. We measure the distance537

for each data from each model. Next, we assign the level of the model to the538

data according to minimum distance. In Table 5, we show the recognition accu-539

racy obtained using different shape descriptors at different coarse level (up to 5540

choices). From the experiment we noted that Zernike moment feature descriptor541

performs better than other descriptors in fine level (top 1 choice). When we in-542

crease the number of top choices, the difference of recognition accuracy between543

Angle-based approach and Zernike moment decreases. When 5 top choices are544

considered, Angle-based approach gives better result than Zernike.545

For one top choice, the highest performance of seal recognition considering546

seal as a whole symbol is only 50.22% and this is obtained from Zernike moment.547
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Table 5: Comparison of seal (as a single symbol) recognition accuracy of different approaches.

Number of ART Hu Zernike Fourier Angle based Shape
Top Choices moment moment Mellin Approach Context

1 choice < 5% < 10% 50.22% < 5% 36.65% 24.89%
2 choices < 5% < 10% 68.72% < 5% 60.18% 56.61%
3 choices 22.74% 10.42% 73.63% < 5% 69.19% 63.42%
4 choices 27.01% 19.43% 79.14% < 10% 73.93% 70.36%
5 choices 30.33% 24.64% 83.41% 12.32% 83.89% 78.57%

This lower performance is because, global pixel based shape descriptors are548

not enough to discriminate them properly. Seal defines a symbol description549

with its rich internal textual structure. It contain a bigger boundary frame550

and smaller text components. The confusion arises between the seal shapes551

which have similar boundary shapes. The text characters which convey the552

major information in seal are not represented well in general pixel level shape553

descriptor.554

Next, we test the recognition of isolated seals using the GHT approach de-555

scribed earlier. The recognition is performed using local features computed556

from text characters (small components) of seal only. The text characters are557

labeled using SVM. The outer frame and other long graphical lines of seal are558

not considered. To have an idea about the effectiveness of our method on poor559

images, we show some noisy seal images in Fig.11(a), where our method per-560

formed correctly. We also have shown examples in Fig.11(b) where our method561

failed. Here, in the first seal image, many of the characters are overlapped with562

long graphical lines. After separating text characters using text separation al-563

gorithm, these text characters were not extracted, so the proper seal model is564

not found for this sample. In 2nd seal, many text characters are missing in565

the input sample. In 3rd seal, many characters are broken and overlapped with566

other text (it may happen while pressing the seal). Since, our method is based567

on component level, if characters are broken the method may not work properly.568

(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Some examples of noisy isolated seals recognized correctly (a) and wrongly (b) by
our approach.

Using GHT, we have obtained 92.42% accuracy on seal recognition consid-569
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ering characters are labelled by Angle-based features. We show the seal recog-570

nition results using different number of top choices in Table 6. The choices571

are considered based on number of accumulated votes in different classes of572

seals. We obtained upto 98.58% accuracy when top 5 choices are considered573

(coarse level recognition). We have also tested the seal recognition using text574

characters labelled by other shape descriptors namely Hu moments and Zernike575

moments descriptors. These results are also shown in Table 6 to compare how576

different text recognition labelling can affect the seal recognition. To get the577

idea of the recognition accuracy according to different shapes of seal (though578

this boundary information is not considered in our approach) we show the re-579

sults of our proposed method in Table 7. The recognition results depict that,580

the proposed approach is not sensitive to the text strings’ global position, i.e.581

whether the strings are posted within seal in linear or curve way. As explained582

before, the recognition is done based on number of votes for each class. When583

we rejected 13.12% of samples based on less votes for recognized class, we got584

95.31% accuracy using first choice only.585

Table 6: Seal recognition accuracy using GHT by local connected components

Number of Angle-based Hu Zernike
Top Choices Approach moment moment

Only 1 choice 92.42% 62.12% 73.68%
Only 2 choices 96.68% 73.94% 82.61%
Only 3 choices 97.16% 80.56% 85.37%
Only 4 choices 98.11% 83.88% 88.56%
Only 5 choices 98.58% 87.21% 91.78%

Table 7: Seal Recognition accuracy according to different boundary shapes by our proposed
approach.

Rectangular Circular Elliptical
93.61% 91.74% 87.50%

From the experiment we noticed that most of the errors occur because of the586

presence of similar text string in some of the seals. The pair of seal models from587

which main confusion occurred are shown in Fig.12. Here, we see in both of588

the seals, the string “DIRECCION GENERAL DE SEGURIDAD” exist apart589

from other text lines. Though the font styles are different, we get similar infor-590

mation from the strings using SVM classifier. Due to noise, when other string591

characters are not recognized properly, we get similar voting for these models.592

The confusion rate obtained from these seals pair is found to be 1.37% when it593

is computed from overall samples of the dataset. This confusion arises mainly594

due to unavailability of expected text information from seal. In this kind of595

images unlike pixel based systems our approach searches for the possible model596

seal where it finds maximum text character based spatial matching, which is597

another advantage of our approach.598

4.3. Performance of Seal Detection Result599

To test the seal detection approach, we have constructed a database with 370600

documents containing seals of English text characters. The database sometimes601
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Figure 12: Seal pairs where confusion occurred

contains document images in up side down way. The seals are posted in different602

orientation and in different locations of these documents. There were missing of603

some seal information many times by noise or overlapped signature. Sometimes,604

due to posting seal on text document, additional text characters of document are605

also placed inside the seal region. We have considered additional 160 documents606

in this dataset which do not have the seals. Thus, our seal dataset consisted of607

530 documents having different complexity.608

In our experiment, here at first, we have provided some qualitative results609

to show how query seals are detected in documents with our approach. Next,610

we evaluate the performance of seal detection in the dataset of our experiments611

with precision-recall curve. We compared the seal detection results using 3 dif-612

ferent multi-oriented text descriptors namely : Angle-based approach, Zernike613

moments and Hu moments. We have also discussed the performance of seal614

detection method based on the selection of different number of neighboring615

character pairs. We also provide a comparative result with patch based descrip-616

tors like SIFT and shape context. Finally, we give an idea of the computation617

time of different methods we tested here.618

In Fig.13, we show seal detection results of our approach when four different619

documents are tested. We used angle based features and SVM to classify text620

characters. As explained before, the location of a query seal is detected in these621

documents by our GHT approach. To visualize the detection results, we draw622

a circle of radius of MEC of the query seal in that particular location. It is623

appreciable to see that our seal recognition performs well when there exists624

signature or other text overlapping with seal region. Here, Doc#1 and Doc#2625

have two different seals though they share similar shape structure (circle). Using626

our approach, we correctly distinguish them and label the associate seal model627

with it. In Doc#3, it is shown that the query seal is detected in the document628

in spite of 180 degree rotation of the document. In Doc#4, a date was affixed629

during stamping and because of this, seal region contained additional alpha-630

numeric characters. We noted that, our approach can detect the seal from these631

documents having variable date field in the seal region.632

Given a query seal image, a ranked list of retrieved documents from our633

database are shown in Fig.14. The ranking is done based on voting in accumu-634

lation array. It is understandable from the ranking of these images, how noise,635

overlapping and occlusion do affect the ranking process. Here, we show five636

results of the ranked documents, retrieved by querying a seal model. We see, in637

Fig.14(S1 3), a seal was affixed 2 times and they have some overlapped portions.638

In Fig.14(S1 5), the approach could detect the seal although there were many639

text characters missing. Since our method works considering only labeled text640

characters, we can use this to detect arbitrary shape of seal and this is one of641
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Figure 13: Detection of seals in documents

the advantages of our method.642

Figure 14: Ranking of different documents of a seal model

To evaluate the quantitative performance of the system with a query seal643

against a collection of documents, we use common ratio of precision (P ) and644

recall (R) for evaluation of retrieval of documents. In the retrieved documents,645

the results are ranked by the number of votes. Each retrieved document is646

considered as relevant or not depending on the ground truth of the data. The647

precision measures the quality of the retrieval system in terms of the ability of648

the system to include only relevant items in the result. Whereas recall measures649

the effectiveness of the system in retrieving the relevant items. Precision and650

Recall computation formula are as follows.651

P =
‖retrieved ∩ relevant‖

‖retrieved‖
R =

‖retrieved ∩ relevant‖
‖relevant‖

In Fig.15(a), we compare the performance of seal detection system using652

three different character shape features, namely angle-based approach, Zernike653

moment and Hu moment. The precision and recall plot shown in Fig.15 is654

computed as follows. Based on the number of votes for each query seal image655

in GHT accumulator, the retrieved documents are ranked. Next, ranked docu-656

ments obtained from all the query seals are averaged and this average ranking is657

used in precision and recall plot computation. We consider the averaged ranked658

results into ten parts (first 10%, first 20%, . . . first 90% and 100%) and compute659

precision and recall plots based on the results of these 10 parts. Finally, we660

interpolated the results of the precision and recall plot.661

The precision is obtained 100% using these features during the recall value662

until 20%. Then the performance on Hu and Zernike moments based seal re-663

trieval got reduced. As we explained in Table 4 and Table 6, the reason of664
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lower performance of seal detection is the poor shape feature descriptor of text665

characters.666

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 15: Precision-recall curve of document retrieval using different (a) character recognition
features, (b) choice of neighbor, (c) other patch-based method
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It is mentioned in Section 3.4 that a list of neighboring character pairs are667

found from each text component using its N nearest neighbors. In Fig.15(b)668

we show the average precision and recall plot of a query seal model in the669

whole database using different number of neighbor component selection of our670

proposed approach. The selection of number of neighbor character is checked671

because, the spatial organization of the neighboring character pair depends on672

this criterion and based on each character pair, the location of hypothetical673

reference point is voted. So, the more we select the number of neighboring674

character pair for each character, the higher the performance of the document675

retrieval system.676

As discussed before, the documents in the historical dataset are sometimes677

degraded and as a result the text characters are broken or touched with graph-678

ical lines. If the local text characters are not segmented or labeled correctly,679

our method may not work properly. When we use less number of neighbor-680

ing character pairs, it may fail due to improper hypothesis generation. Hence,681

a valley appears in the precision-recall curve (Fig.15(b)). When the choice of682

neighboring characters are more, the system is benefited from the other text683

characters (far neighbour) and the proposed approach is able to improve its684

performance based on the spatial relationships of other characters. Hence, with685

more neighboring character pairs, our system has more strength to detect the686

seal in such documents and thus the valley slowly vanishes.687

We have compared our result with well known features like SIFT [21], shape688

context [4]. In Fig.15(c) we show the average precision and recall plots of seal689

detection results obtained from our database. The procedures to detect seals690

using these descriptors are designed as follows. A Harris corner detector is used691

to detect the invariant key points. RANSAC fitting algorithm [9] is then used to692

filter some false matches. From the result, it is noticed that the seal detection693

approach based on local character recognition shows better precision accuracy694

than other methods till 90% recall of the dataset. After that, recognition of695

text characters within seal fails due to noise. So, the precision accuracy curve696

of seal detection of angle based approach falls rapidly. Shape context did not697

provide good result in the experiment.698

The performance of seal detection approach using text component extraction699

found better than patch based descriptors like SIFT. It is to be noted that using700

text character based seal detection scheme, we also have a semantic layer among701

the text characters in the seal. The text string found using recognized characters702

can provide a description of seal which is an added advantage of our approach.703

Finally, we give an indication about the system’s computation time. When704

testing the 530 documents in seal dataset for a query seal, the proposed method705

spent approximately 3.4 seconds on an average to detect seal in each document706

(by a PC of 2.00-GHz T6400 Intel Core 2 Duo Processor). In Table 8 we compare707

the approximate processing time to run the same using different approaches.708

Table 8: Computation time (in seconds) of seal detection system

Patch-based Descriptor Text-based Descriptor
SIFT Shape Hu Zernike Angle-based

Context moment moment Approach
2.1 2.7 3.3 3.9 3.4
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5. Conclusion709

In this paper, we have presented a seal detection approach based on spatial710

arrangement of seal content. A query seal is translated into a set of spatial fea-711

ture vector using its text character information. These features are used later712

to locate a seal of similar content in documents. We have used a multi-oriented713

and multi-scale text character recognition method to generate high level local714

feature to take care of complex multi-oriented seal information. The recognition715

result of these character components within seal region is used to generate local716

spatial information to classify and detect the seal. Relative positional infor-717

mation of text string characters are used for this purpose and hypothesis were718

generated based on that.719

The existing systems of seal detection approach consider the seal as a whole720

object. Use of rotation invariant features [24] to recognize whole seal may not721

work properly for the seals which are having similar boundary frames, frequent722

missing of text characters or inclusion of background text characters. The ap-723

proaches [38] based on seal frame detection can not recognize the seal type in the724

document. Also, color based approaches [35] will not work for degraded binary725

images. Our approach of seal detection based on GHT of local text characters726

overcome such problems efficiently. Moreover, our approach can detect the seal727

even if all the characters from the seal are not extracted.728

We tested our method in a database of multi-oriented seal documents con-729

taining noise, occlusion and overlapping. In retrieval of document image from730

database, all components of a document pass through the recognition process731

and hence it is time consuming. So, the improvement of the performance in732

terms of time could be achieved if a pre-processing method (run-length smooth-733

ing) is applied to remove non-seal information from the document. Also the use734

of boundary-shape information (circular, rectangular, etc.) of seal may improve735

it further.736
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